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Kensa Heat Pumps has diversified its business to provide environmentally-friendly
solutions to help save the planet. Every product that the company installs has on
average, the carbon equivalent of taking one combustion engine car off the road.

The company has pioneered the adoption of heat pump technology in the UK via
an innovative shared ground loop system architecture.

Unlike conventional methods of heating homes, Kensa’s innovative solution
harvests heat from the ground, delivering exceptional efficiencies, minimising heat

loss and avoiding the common overheating problems associated with central plant
rooms. Their solution is unobtrusive, scalable and perfectly suited to provide
houses with low cost, low carbon ground source heating.

A focus on sustainability has meant that Kensa has chosen to keep its

manufacturing base in Cornwall, despite rising costs of manufacture across the UK,
to ensure that the embedded carbon of its products is kept as low as possible.

The company has delivered some of the biggest ground source heat pump
installations in the country and has worked hard to encourage large organisations

like Cornwall Council to think about the impact their social housing has on the
environment.

Kensa has been successful in delivering several installations into social housing
properties locally, and in the last 12 months it has been instrumental in bringing

hundreds of tenants out of fuel poverty throughout the UK.

It continually works to develop new technology to support the world’s net-zero
ambitions. They can now provide space cooling; by capturing the energy produced
as a by-product of the heating and cooling processes, Kensa ensures this energy

can be recycled rather than wasted out to the atmosphere.

The innovative technology developed by this Chamber member is a route to
helping save the planet. They have a passion, ambition and drive to take their
products further and develop more ingenious solutions.


